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S T R E A M L I N E  F I N A N C I A L  A N D
A C C O U N T I N G  O P E R A T I O N S

Many accounting departments often are limited by tradition. Established procedures perpetuate a
pervasive mind-set of "this is the way its always been done." This in turn perpetuates the view that finance
is a cost rather than an asset. The trend we have seen over the last five years is that although the
workload expected of finance has risen, the resources allocated to them haven't. Today this has reached a
crux point where in order to do more with the same, many finance leaders must make big decisions. With
established technology and processes, there is a clear opportunity to overhaul day-to-day financial
operations for an organisation's benefit.

Financial risk management requires ongoing analysis of all areas of an organisation. In recent years we
have seen a steep increase in complex regulation across a number of industries which has had a major
impact on business processes. New regulation may only come into effect after a number of years but still
is often many organisations struggle to change processes and procedures whilst carrying out business-as-
usual activity. 

In a world where data is the new currency, businesses are
looking for their Finance teams to become more flexible, more

efficient and to provide greater levels of service.

T O D A Y ' S  C H A L L E N G E S

M I N I M I S E  E X P O S U R E  T O
F I N A N C I A L  R I S K

Digitise operations to position the business for growth
Optimize to remain relevant and competitive
Predictable and sustainable growth

Key goals for finance leaders:

Key goals for finance leaders:

• Continuously evolving regulations are addressed with highly manual processes
• Compliance processes are error prone and complex
• Support merger & acquisition activities

W W W . P R O S E R V A R T N E R . C O . U K



Expectations of finance are changing. The expectation for back-office processes today is that of lean and
more responsive functions, with a particular emphasis on finance to deliver critical data to drive business
performance as a whole. This change in mindset often requires a education and re-skilling of resource in
order to deliver new value. It is also reliant on internal and external data being credible and readily
available. 

B E C O M E  A  S T R A T E G I C
P A R T N E R  

Shift staff from swivel chair work to creative, critical thinking activities
Re-skill F&A talent to focus on advising and consulting
Provide strategic insights, deep analytics and dynamic reporting

Key goals for finance leaders:

93% of finance leaders agree that their CFO actively supports
an innovation culture by pursuing technology initiatives that
impact strategy.

W H Y  A U T O M A T I O N  I S  S E E N  A S  A  K E Y
T O O L  I N  A D D R E S S I N G  C H A L L E N G E S  

T O D A Y ' S  C H A L L E N G E S

Streamline Financial Operations
Automation streamlines processes and carries out desktop actions
carried out by your team at a rate faster than any human.

Minimise exposure to financial risk
Automation standardises processes, can verify information 24/7 and
can instantly flag up discrepancies for investigation.

Become a strategic partner
Automation can collate information from disparate sources and
systems enabling live data for business decisions.
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The Economist “Advance of Automation” Survey available at automationfirst.economist.com



Automation is already being leveraged in finance by
companies across industry. It is only a matter of time

before automation becomes the norm.

Diageo started their automation journey in
2017 initially adopting Robotic Process
Automation (UiPath) into their finance
function.

Today they have over 117 bots in place and
are now looking into implement other
technologies such as Optical Character
Recognition and Machine Learning Tools.

Pepsico started implementing automation
into their finance function in 2017 with a
combination of RPA (UiPath) and Optical
Character Recognition. (ABBYY)

Today they have a virtual workforce of 134
bots in place.

Unilever automated a number of their
finance processes such as P2P, O2C, R2A,
SCM, MDM as well as associated analytics.
They saw a return on investment in 10
months, reduced their error rate to 0%,
saved 160,000 man hours and improved
employee satisfaction by 4%.

In order to uncover processes ripe for
automation heineken employs Process
mining (Celonis) to examine event logs and
search for inefficiencies. They then
automated these processes using RPA
(Blue Prism)

of surveyed
organisations

are using automation
technologies

are 'very' or 'entirely'
satisfied with the

returns from
automation to date

see automation as a 
C-level executive's

responsibility

The Economist “Advance of Automation” Survey available at automationfirst.economist.com

91% 73% 84% 
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W H A T  I S  R O B O T I C  P R O C E S S
A U T O M A T I O N ?

Robotic Process Automation is essentially software with
a very specific task. You might think of it as more
advanced version of functions or macros within Excel –
except that RPA sits on top of other applications, and so
can link them together. RPA is used to reduce mundane,
repetitive tasks being carried out by your team and can
be configured to capture and interpret data, trigger
responses and communicate with other digital systems.
Bots are typically low-cost and easy to implement,
requiring no custom software or deep systems
integration. An example would be something as simple
as generating an automatic response to an email.

Attended RPA
Installs on a single machine, is initiated by a human and
can interact with the applications that user works with. It
can perform basic tasks such as data scraping, excel
automation etc

Unattended RPA
Automates basic tasks without the need for human
interaction.

R P A  I S

Configurations that automate
manual and repetitive tasks

Virtual robots that integrate with
existing software

Replication of desktop actions

Driven by simple rules and
business logic

R P A  I S  N O T

A humanoid robot

Something that can entirely
replace humans

Something that replicates
human cognitive functions…yet

Purely just another cost

R E C O R D S
D E S K T O P  A C T I O N S

W H A T  I S  R P A ?

C O M B I N E S  W I T H
D A T A  C A P T U R E

A U T O M A T E S
W O R K F L O W S
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T A S K  S C A N

Take over repetitive tasks that
employees carry out 50-60 times
a day

Periodic reporting, data entry
and data analysis

Conversion of data formats and
graphics

Opening emails and
attachments

Logging into web/enterprise
applications

Reading and writing databases

Following if/then decisions and
rules

Moving files and folders

Collecting social media statistics

Extracting structured data from
documents

Filling in forms

Connecting to system APIs

Making calculations

Scraping data from the web

R P A  A D V A N T A G E S

Cost, productivity and efficiency
• Reduced unit costs of processing
• Increased volumes processed by staff

Employee satisfaction
• Reduction of repetitive, manual tasks
• Focus shifted to high-value activities

Availability
• Provide 24/7 coverage of inputs from
different time zones and out of hours workforce
• Provide interaction on a timely basis,
whatever the time

Customer satisfaction
• Faster, more accurate delivery
• Staff capabilities utilised to deliver greater 
value-added work

Control and compliance
• 100% data accuracy
• Data processes retained onsite

Standardisation
• Ensures the creation of a standard
digital process
• Better compliance to the standard 
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F A Q S

What's the difference between RPA and macros/scripting?
While there are similarities between RPA and macros, the
technology behind RPA is significantly more powerful. RPA
provides the unique ability to integrate multiple, disparate IT
systems, with a greater oversight on governance, which is not
something you can ever get from macros.

What is the difference between Artificial Intelligence (AI) and
Robotic Process Automation?
RPA is essentially a piece of software which is mimicking the
actions of humans, where Artificial Intelligence is the simulation of
human intelligence by machines. RPA is generally a process
driven piece of software, where AI is data driven. You don't need
to worry about RPA becoming self-aware and trying to take over!

How do we get our employees on board with RPA?
Successful change management is at the heart of an RPA
implementation. There is a lot of buzz and media attention
around automation and with this many people have their own
definition and viewpoints. Concerns from employees that "a
robot might take my job" are almost always misplaced and
effective communication around the limitations of RPA (it can
not replicate human thought) and how the technology will be
used (as a tool that will reduce mundane tasks, and create
more free time to concentrate on higher value work) are key.

Which software/developer should we choose?
There are a wide number of different options out there if you
are considering RPA. Some are "off the shelf" solutions to a
particular process, where others provide a framework that
allows your team to automate work for themselves.
Proservartner are independent consultants, we have a strong
relationship with many of the leading software providers and
can offer an honest and experience-based viewpoint as to
what will work for your organisation.

P A R T N E R S

Uipath
Top Ten UK Partner

Automation Anywhere
1/10 Velocity Partners

Kryon
Focus Partner UK

Automation Strategy
RPA Development
License Acquisition
Technical Support
RPA Training
Change Programmes

W H A T  W E
O F F E R
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Optical Character Recognition, or OCR, is a technology that enables you to
convert different types of documents, such as scanned paper documents or PDF
files into editable and searchable data.

OCR is essentially technology that has been trained to
take image based files, recognise the information within
and then covert this into digital data. 

How does it work?

When a document, say a PDF is loaded into the
software it will analyse that document and divide it into
different elements such as text blocks, tables, images.
From here it will then divide the lines of text into words
and then into characters.From here it applies pattern
recognition, to apply logic as to what the extracted text is
and will present you with the recognised text.

Does this all happen automatically?

OCR technology gets smarter and more accurate the
more data is fed into it. You essentially 'train' the
software to recognise documents and test its
understanding before launch. The more data you can
give it, the higher the accuracy.The software will even
give you a percent of how confident it is in its decision
making.

S T P  I S

STP stands for Straight Through
Processing

STP Rate = The number of
documents that are processed
end to end without human
intervention.

Most OCR software focuses
only on giving accurate results
but by combining this technology
with RPA it enables documents
to be digitised and for that
information to be used
automatically.

RPA could take the digital data
and populate an ERP system, or
run a match between invoices
and Purchase orders as an
example.

W H A T  I S  O C R ?

9

H O W  M U C H  O F  Y O U R  T E A M ' S
T I M E  I S  L O S T  C O P Y I N G  D A T A

F R O M  P D F S  A N D  S C A N S ?
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K E Y  B E N E F I T S  O F  C O M B I N I N G  R P A  W I T H  O C R . . .

Enables you to process
but structured and
unstructured data.

Reduces data
entry errors by

more than 50%.

Able to assess
and process data
almost instantly.

Improves accuracy
with supervised

learning.

F A Q S

What sorts of documents could you use OCR/RPA on?
There are a wide range of different documents you could use the
combination  of OCR and RPA to process. Think about
documents such as Purchase Orders, Billing Statements,
Contracts Claims, Automobile Insurance Claims, Health Insurance
Claims and Invoices.

What type of files can be read by OCR software?
JPG OR JPEGPDF (Vector PDF, Raster PDF or Hybrid PDF)
PNGTIF OR TIFF.

Can OCR be used to extract data in table format?
Yes, OCR can be used to extract virtually unlimited tables,even
where you may have multiple different table types in the same
documents, these can be extracted easily.

What if my scanned document is not correctly oriented?
Using its processing logic, the Learning Instance automatically
rotates or orients the document to a correct vertical position.

Does OCR support handwritten documents?
It's possible, but as a general rule of thumb we would advise that
handwritten documents are not suitable to be extracted by OCR
and the same could even be said for cursive fonts

A B O U T  U S

Proservartner is an international
consulting firm. For over a
decade we have brought
together people, processes and
programmes to solve problems
and implement change.

Automation Strategy
RPA Development
License Acquisition
Technical Support
RPA Training
Change Programmes

W H A T  W E
O F F E R
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Onboarding a new customer is your first opportunity to make a good
impression. When customers interact with you they don’t want manual
processes, tedious paperwork, and lengthy approval times. Powering
a customer onboarding process that is digital in nature, quick, 24/7
available are a few things that make up the beginning of a successful
relationship with your customers.

Create and update customer master data: Recent regulation has
highlighted the need and value of an up-to-date customer data base
but also the time and effort involved in upkeep. Robotic Process
Automation is a particularly useful tool in onboarding, as it can work
with disparate systems to gather information and match them against
predefined criteria. Where key information is missing/incorrect then
this can be instantly be notified to your team. Automation can also be
used to verify that current information is accurate or keep an eye on
key contacts. For example in B2B a bot could also check customers’
linkedin profile, see if they have moved onto a new opportunity and
then update the CRM. This can ensure you never lose business
because your key contact has moved on.

Create standard reports: Where customer data is needed for reporting purposes it may often be
combined with data from sales, order processing or other. This is another area where RPA can go into
different systems or files, extract information and then populate a dashboard or similiar. The advantage with
a bot doing this is the speed and availability allow you to have live data 24/7.

In terms of processes where Proservartner see a medium potential for automation:

Review and accept customer applications: This processes could be automated but its very dependent
on the complexity of the information needed for approval. If there were a series of basic if/then questions
that could be applied to an application then its possible a bot could handle this process, but where several
factors have different weights this may not be possible.

Manage terms and conditions: Where a certain product/service has a standard set of terms and
conditions it may be possible to have a bot customise these to suit the name, address etc of the end client.
Where terms and conditions are of a more bespoke nature, this makes it more likely you’ll need manual
oversight.

Processes such as managing terms and conditions and negotiating price have a low potential for
automation as the level of thought required simply cannot be achieved by software at this point.

A U T O M A T I O N  P O T E N T I A L  I N :
C U S T O M E R  S E T  U P  A N D  C O N T R A C T S

HIGH LOWMEDIUM
AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITY

REVIEW AND ACCEPT
CUSTOMER APPLICATIONS

NEGOTIATE PRICING WITH
TERMS & CONDITIONS

CREATE AND UPDATE PRODUCT
MASTER

MANAGE CUSTOMER
CONTRACTS

MANAGE TERMS & CONDITIONS

SET UP A CUSTOMER IN SYSTEM

MANAGE CUSTOMER DATA

CREATE AND MANAGE REPORTS

CUSTOMER SET UP
AND CONTRACTS
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O V E R V I E W :

The bank had a wide range of different systems with a number of bespoke applications in play each

assigned to different verticals and different locations. They knew they needed one single source of

truth but the cost and timescale of implementing a new ERP made it unrealistic where the business

needed quick wins to prevent a loss of market share. Proservartner needed to tie together all of these

different systems. Unlike other RPA Developers, we have our own team onshore in the UK which

meant we could go to different sites, servers and networks and set up automation. 

C H A L L E N G E S :

W E  D E L I V E R E D :

O U R  R E S U L T S :

Working closely with the client, we implemented a cloud-based centralised hub for all customer

onboarding. RPA was used to gather information from  a wide variety of different systems, add it to

the centralised database, process basic checks and approve where basic criteria was needed. It would

then send status updates back to the local team within a matter of minutes. 

The implementation of this projects only took a few months, significantly quicker than implementing

a new ERP across the different branches and verticals, and at a lower price point. 

Our client, a national bank, where experiencing serious issues remaining competitive against purely

digital startups. They had been one of the first organisations to embrace technology and online

services, but now needed to refresh, update and upgrade that offering and were looking to

automation for gains in a number of areas, including customer onboarding. 

AUTOMATION CASE STUDY:
CUSTOMER ONBOARDING

40 SYSTEMS
INTEGRATED

ROI IN
12 MONTHS

REDUCE ONBOARDING
TIME BY 85%

This coordinated data will help employees to provide responses to customers in near real time, with a

view to accelerate customer onboarding from 59 days to just nine days. The organisation saw a return

on their investment in 12 months but moreover this gave them the capability of a new ERP in months

instead of years.
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Credit checking your new clients or suppliers is already an
essential task to ensure your business is protected, but in
these times of uncertainty, it is especially important to monitor
the creditworthiness of your customers. 

You only have to think about how big names such as
Carillion, Gaucho, Toys R Us and Maplin who all entered
administration in recent years, to see that a big name is not a
guarantee of payment.The credit score of a business is
based on many factors, including their sector, financial
information, management, economic outlook, distress events
and many other issues. No credit score can incorporate every
factor, but you need to make sure you cover certain key
points.

Businesses in obvious financial distress are pretty easy to spot – a history of company CCJs, poor financial
records, and a large amount of increasing debt, these are all signs that a business may be a risk. What is
harder to spot is when a business is teetering between stable and unstable or when a business looks
stable, but a closer look uncovers problems.

There are several different software/online solutions which can all be used in which to gather this credit
information but these solutions all sit outside of a conventional ERP or CRM. Credit checking as a task is
most often carried out as the last stage before an order can be carried out and by the finance team who
may not have been involved in the customer journey up to this stage. This can cause a number of issues.
The fact that the credit check is being actioned by another team may mean it is delayed, perhaps even to
the point where an urgent order cannot be carried out or the customer simply goes with another supplier.
Where poor credit is flagged it can cause internal disputes between sales and finance as to whether to
proceed with an order, and bespoke terms and conditions may be required.

Automation is a great tool at gathering data quickly, and can work with the software you already have. At
the point where a customer is onboarded a bot could populate the CRM tool and log into the credit checking
software, extract the data and within minutes a complete profile can be completed. Having this information
quickly to hand during the prospecting stage can ensure that sales don’t waste time pursuing customers
with poor credit, and also could be used to monitor credit scores on existing clients to see if there are
changes and flag for potential risk. Automating this small task gives you access to instant and up-to-date
information, eliminates any human error and empowers your team to make faster, more informed decisions.

A U T O M A T I O N  P O T E N T I A L  I N :
C R E D I T  C H E C K S

PERFORM CREDIT CHECKS

CONDUCT NEW CUSTOMER
CREDIT ASSESMENT

ESTABLISH CREDIT AND RISK
STRATEGY, PROCESS AND
PRINCIPLES

DEVELOP AND MANAGE
REPORTS

CREDIT CHECKS

HIGH LOWMEDIUM
AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITY
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O V E R V I E W :

We identified O2C as a process that would see clear return on investment within a short timeframe.

the current process involved downloading and manipulating data in Excel and manually matching

hundreds of bank statement entries to outstanding invoice and cheque amounts across different

systems. Although the organisation had looked into automation, this had only been the senior

leadership team and so alongside automating the actual O2C process it was crucial to educate staff

about what was going to happen and placate any worries around job losses.

C H A L L E N G E S :

W E  D E L I V E R E D :

O U R  R E S U L T S :

Within a short time-scale of just 5 weeks we were able to evaluate and onboard an RPA vendor, map

out the O2C process in its 'as-is' state and redesign to incorporate RPA. Not only did we build, test and

implement an attended bot (one that is set live by a human) we also ran a workshop to inform the

finance team of what was happening, the information we would need from them and the positive

impact it would have on their roles.

Proservartner worked alongside a global technology firm who pride themselves on innovation. They

had been looking into automation and specifically RPA for a while and had been approach by one of

the big 4 accounting firms, but chose us as they wanted a more personal service and liked the fact our

developers would work on their site.

AUTOMATION CASE STUDY:
ORDER TO CASH PROCESS

5 DAY PROCESS
TO 5 MINUTES

ROI IN
7 MONTHS

MINIMISED
FRAUD RISK

Repetitive work that had previously taken the equivalent of five days can now be completed by the

bot in around five minutes. The organisation aw a return on investment in 7 months and we were also

able to use our knowledge of best practice Finance processes to identify and correct steps that

previously exposed the organisation to a risk of fraud. 
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When it comes to any sort of sales activity, a large
component of time is spent on administrative tasks which
could easily be streamlined through automation.

Managing enquiries: Enquiries often come in through a
range of disparate systems. They are often then entered into
a CRM like Salesforce, combined with other data from core
systems and put in a queue for sales follow-up. This is a
process that can easily be automated. A robot could go and
find job titles, work experience and even cross-reference a
company against VAT or companies house. In a matter of
minutes, a substantive picture can be formed to better inform
both sales and marketing as to how good the prospect is.

Identify, manage and qualify leads: Automation isn’t
intelligent enough to spot buying signals but it could be used
to provide some basic form of qualification. Once a
prospective client’s details have been entered into the CRM
and details have been verified, the bot could then score that
lead. This could take into account the turnover of the
company, the job title, perhaps the amount of connections to
the company. This would provide a quick but rough indication
of which leads may be better, and certainly it could flag up
leads where payment may be an issue. Ultimately your team
will need to prioritise which leads are the most important.

Create an initial sales quote: Automation can certainly remove the need to retype a client’s information
from one system into another, can bring up the appropriate terms and conditions and pull in product
information.

Approve pricing, discounts and promotions: In the creation of a quote, you could add in some rules as
to the lowest price that can be negotiated or perhaps the fastest turnaround that should be offered, but
generally speaking these considerations all require manual oversight.

Generally speaking in industries where negotiation is required, you will need a person to do that. You could
set up some basic rules on what is an acceptable reduction on cost and rather than every discount needing
approval, this could be automated. When people are willing to buy they want fast answers and for any
business with a wide range of products getting each and every discount approved may simply loose sales.
A bot could work across a CRM/ERP to verify the current cost of a particular product, cross reference that
with the requested discount, and discounting policy and approve or disapprove the discount.

A U T O M A T I O N  P O T E N T I A L  I N :
Q U O T E  T O  O R D E R

MANAGING ENQUIRIES

IDENTIFY, MANAGE AND
QUALIFY LEADS

CREATE AN INITIAL SALES
QUOTATION

PRIORITISE OPPORTUNITIES

APPROVE PRICING, DISCOUNTS
AND PROMOTIONS

QUOTE TO ORDER

HIGH LOWMEDIUM
AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITY

NEGOTIATE AND FINALISE SALES

MANAGE CUSTOMER DATA

CREATE AND MANAGE REPORTS
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Create and manage customer orders: A problem that many organisations have is that sales and
operations sit in two different silos. This leads to problems where sales are the one who have the
relationship with a customer, when operations take over the chain they don’t have that rapport causing a lot
of back and forth as to who should update that client when/if something goes wrong. Tools like Robotic
Process Automation work across systems and so can create sales orders, and instantly inform all
stakeholders when updates occur.

Manage customer data: Customer data is something that has very much been on the agenda, especially
since the introduction of GDPR. Bots can log into a CRM and automatically check details for customers,
send catchup emails and cross-reference linkedin to see if that person is still in the same position.

As you’ll see above the main purpose of automation is to take away the data entry, the retyping and the
low-level tasks and allow you to focus on prioritising your pipeline and converting more leads.

Q U O T E  T O  O R D E R

C A S E  S T U D Y

Challenge Faced: We worked with one of the largest sub-contract
manufacturers in the UK who were looking to help free up time for their
business development team by automating features of the RFQ process. For
a sub-contract manufacturer, winning work normally involves establishing your
company as a selected supplier, answering RFQs and then completing
manufacture.

Solutions implemented: Proservartner created a bot using Robotic Process
Automation  which was configured to check several websites for relevant
RFQs. RPA carries out actions as though it is a human user and using the 
 secure credentials within its orchestration platform can access and input
passwords. From here the bot used predetermined search criteria to search
for relevant opportunities and export them in whichever format is desired for
review. (In this case an excel file) This was then reviewed by a member of the
business development team for follow up. 

The results: We were able to automate around 80% of the workflow and the
company saw a return on investment within 12 months. There was a
significant improvement in supplier order being delivered due to faster invoice
payment.

R E Q U E S T  F O R  Q U O T A T I O N
S U B - C O N T R A C T  M A N U F A C T U R E R
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The processing and fulfilling order processing is tied to
customer experience as well as your company’s O2C
success. Although there are a plethora of online ordering
tools available, the scope of these tools differs wildly and
there are few true end-to-end system that can work across
CRM and ERP functionality, especially at enterprise level.
Automation can help to bridge the gap between systems,
streamline the process and ensure visibility to both customers
and operations.

Manage orders: The update of orders from customers has
traditionally been through calls and emails, a person then has
to go in and manually edit that order. These days customers
expect service 24/7 and are happy to push those enquiries
through online portals. Often bespoke software is needed to
create these portals but in actuality tools like Robotic Process
Automation could take an order number, go into an ERP,
verify the latest update and then make changes accordingly,
without the need for a person in the middle. Where you have
your ERP and CRM sitting in different systems, use RPA to
transfer and update information between them, the time
savings may seem minimal per transaction but they easily
add up.

Manage shipping and inventory: Another example where people are spending their time taking data from
different places where you could easily automate this process. Instantly populate the relevant fields, email
the customer and stakeholders and then update the inventory.

Process returns and exchanges: By setting up as series of rules a bot could process returns, update any
quality assurance information, email the customer to offer an alternative and then process that order.
Depending on what you are selling, its most likely that a person will need to carry out some form on
inspection. Where this may need to be a manual process, by use of a tablet this information can
automatically be put into the ERP where this functionality may not currently exist. If you needed a paper-
based system and this could be adapted to be tick-based (for example ticking a box as to why the product
has been returned) you could use OCR (optical character recognition) to understand which box has been
filled in and then process that in the ERP.

A U T O M A T I O N  P O T E N T I A L  I N :
P R O C E S S I N G  A N D  F U L F I L L I N G  O R D E R S

PROCESS ORDER

MANAGE SHIPPING AND
INVENTORY

MANAGE REBATES AND
CHARGEBACKS

PROCESS RETURNS AND
EXCHANGES

PROCESSING ORDERS

HIGH LOWMEDIUM
AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITY

MANAGE ORDERS

CREATE AND MANAGE REPORTS

CREATE ORDER MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY, PROCESS AND
POLICIES
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O V E R V I E W :

C H A L L E N G E S :

W E  D E L I V E R E D :

O U R  R E S U L T S :

The organisation had originally been worried that setting up an online method for returns would

significantly increase these, would cause more work for their team and decrease profits. They instead

found that a telephone system was frustrating their customers, was costing their team time and, was

also prone to error. Proservartner implemented a new online customer portal to allow customers to

cancel lines from their original order, however their existing legacy ERP system meant that automatic

integration of data was not feasible.

175 DAYS
SAVED PER YEAR

ROI IN
10 MONTHS

Proservartner delivered the online portal which enables customers to cancel lines on their orders, and

used RPA (Robotic Process Automation) to transfer this data to the ERP. RPA interacts with software

in the same way as a human, searching for the order in the ERP system,  updating the operations

team and once completed sending a message back to the customer. Order lines can be cancelled

efficiently with no manual intervention. We implemented an unattended bot which was able to run

independently, 24 hours a day and 365 days a year. 

Proservartner worked alongside a leading fashion wholesaler based in the EMEA. The company had

over 3,000 orders each and everyday from a wide variety of different lines and labels. Our client had

established a 'digital first' approach five years ago and had seen around 70% of their orders now

coming from online and in an electronic format, which had saved significant time spent on back-end

processes. One processes which had not yet been streamlined was the cancelling of orders, which

needed to be done over the phone and manually updated into an ERP system. 

AUTOMATION CASE STUDY:
ORDER PROCESSING

CUSTOMER
RETENTION UP 12%

With the new online platform, calls for cancellations fell by 70%, saving the 8 person team more than

175 days a of work each year. The faster service also lead to a higher satisfaction with customers and

saw retention rise by 12%. The organisation saw a return on their investment in 10 months.
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Accounts Receivable is a great example of an area where on
the surface the processes can appear simple, but are in fact
more complex and time consuming than many would
imagine. Most accounting departments rely on outdated, ad
hoc processes to get their work done. They’re often
understaffed and overworked and need to do a number of
low-level manual tasks that lead to employee burnout and low
morale.

Cash Application: Cash Application for example is simply
applying incoming payments in invoices, but with the diverse
range of formats in which payment may be taken and single
invoices may contain multiple different orders can be quite
time consuming and is therefore a great candidate for
automation where the matching of data can be done almost
instantly. RPA (Robotic Process Automation) can interact
between email and an ERP or accounting software in order to
automatically update due debts and payments made. Doing
this in real time gives your business an accurate forecast and
the technology can also create and manage reports allowing
your team to react quickly to customers who are late on
payment.

Issue Statements: 99% of existing accounting systems will have this feature inbuilt and so although this
could be automated, there is a very low chance of getting a return on investment from doing so.

Conduct aging and bad debt analysis: Aging debtor analysis as basis for impairment loss assessment is
probably the methodology most familiar in the accounting industry. the issue is today that this information is
carried out 30+ days later and so isn't as effective. Automation can be used to leverage real-time aging
reports, freeing up more time for your team to focus on collections.

Escalating disputes: As a general rule of thumb, the longer a dispute is open the less likely it will be paid
in full. RPA can instantly prioritise accounts in dispute and notify employees. Above and beyond this
automation can be used for the analysis of payments to identify accounts/lines that are more likely to come
into dispute, cross reference with credit ratings and may provide advanced warning where a company may
now be in financial difficulty.

A U T O M A T I O N  P O T E N T I A L  I N :
A C C O U N T S  R E C E I V A B L E

MANAGE CASH APPLICATIONS

ISSUE STATEMENTS

CONDUCT AGING AND
BAD DEBT ANALYSIS

MANAGE CUSTOMER
COLLECTIONS

A/C COLLECTIONS

HIGH LOWMEDIUM
AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITY

CREATE AND MANAGE REPORTS

CREATE A/R AND COLLECTIONS
STRATEGY, PROCESS AND
POLICIES

ESCALTING DISPUTES
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O V E R V I E W :

C H A L L E N G E S :

W E  D E L I V E R E D :

O U R  R E S U L T S :

The organisation were spending a massive 1030 hours each month on the cash application process as

a small AP team needed to log into multiple sources to obtain remittance information. They then

needed to retype this information into their accounting system, which is where a number of human

errors were occurring. The AP team felt pressured to carry out a large amount of manual work in a

short amount of time, whilst ensuring no errors and felt they were ina  no-win situation without a

different solution.

1030 HOURS SAVED
MONTHLY

ROI IN
3 MONTHS

Proservartner were able to streamline a number of their processes by creating a central archive which

stored all remittances. This eliminated the issue facing the AP team which worked with multiple

sources of remittance information. We then created a bot using RPA (Robotic Process Automation)

which retrieved remittances and extracted the relevant information. Automation was then utilised for

the matching up of invoices and payments.

Proservartner worked alongside a higher education company who were frustrated with the high error

rate and cost associated with their manual accounts receivable processes. In the not-so-distant past

where cheques were a popular form of payment, orders would come in and be recorded, followed by

the cheque for the invoiced amount. Since then payment options had grown significantly but the

organisation's AP team hadn't and so cash application was now taking a disproportionate time and

was susceptible to human error.

AUTOMATION CASE STUDY:
CASH APPLICATION

£11,300 
MONTHLY SAVINGS

The organisation was able to save a massive 1030 hours each month, with a monthly saving of over

£11,300. After seeing the impact that RPA could have and how bots were customised to their exact

needs, the company has decided to expand their automation efforts moving forward.
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Cash flow remains the number one killer of businesses today.
For too long forecasting the future has been dependent on
old data, but with live data organisations can be better
informed.

Prepare and review daily cash: RPA (Robotic Process
Automation) is a tool which interacts with software, systems
and the internet as a person would. It can gather and collate
information in a matter of seconds making it ideal for daily
cash reports.

Balance Reporting: Similarly automation can be used to
serve balance reporting with live data. Many of
Proservartner's clients will have a bot feed into a custom
dashboard so they can see data in a quick and accessible
way but can also be downloaded in whichever format is
desirable such as excel.

Forecasting: When correctly implemented, RPA can automatically extract data from an organisation’s ERP
or accounts system and feed it directly into the cash forecasting system. With an automated cash
forecasting process, as soon as new details become available, data can be refreshed and presented on an
intuitive dashboard offering the ability to drill down to the required degree of granularity or roll-up to broad
headline numbers. As more, and better quality data becomes available, decision-making and planning are
therefore enhanced. Similarly, RPA’s ability to extract data from various sources creates opportunities to
improve analytics which in turn enhances the treasury of finance team’s forecasting ability.

Collecting bank reconciliations: Logging onto secure online banking can be a surprisingly time
consuming task, especially where multiple branches/verticals have different accounts or banks associated
with them. A bot can log in and collect bank reconciliations, automation can then be used for the
comparison. Most companies still manually reconcile their balance sheet accounts using Microsoft Excel
which has been an accepted method for many years. However, this means that reconciliations are labour-
intensive and come under pressure during month-end. Even where businesses are using online accounting
tools, time spent on account reconciliation can be dramatically reduced through the use of Robotic Process
Automation which will match and verify the information in a matter of seconds.

A U T O M A T I O N  P O T E N T I A L  I N :
C A S H  M A N A G E M E N T

PREPARE AND REVIEW DAILY
CASH

PERFORM BALANCE REPORTING

COLLECT BANK
RECONCILLIATIONS

MONITOR BANKING
PERFORMANCE

CREATE AND MANAGE REPORTS

CASH
MANAGEMENT

HIGH LOWMEDIUM
AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITY

FORECASTING
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O V E R V I E W :

C H A L L E N G E S :

W E  D E L I V E R E D :

O U R  R E S U L T S :

The organisation were spending a massive 1030 hours each month on the cash application process as

a small AP team needed to log into multiple sources to obtain remittance information. They then

needed to retype this information into their accounting system, which is where a number of human

errors were occurring. The AP team felt pressured to carry out a large amount of manual work in a

short amount of time, whilst ensuring no errors and felt they were ina  no-win situation without a

different solution.

1030 HOURS SAVED
MONTHLY

ROI IN
3 MONTHS

Proservartner were able to streamline a number of their processes by creating a central archive which

stored all remittances. This eliminated the issue facing the AP team which worked with multiple

sources of remittance information. We then created a bot using RPA (Robotic Process Automation)

which retrieved remittances and extracted the relevant information. Automation was then utilised for

the matching up of invoices and payments.

Proservartner worked alongside a higher education company who were frustrated with the high error

rate and cost associated with their manual accounts receivable processes. In the not-so-distant past

where cheques were a popular form of payment, orders would come in and be recorded, followed by

the cheque for the invoiced amount. Since then payment options had grown significantly but the

organisation's AP team hadn't and so cash application was now taking a disproportionate time and

was susceptible to human error.

AUTOMATION CASE STUDY:
CASH APPLICATION

£11,300 
MONTHLY SAVINGS

The organisation was able to save a massive 1030 hours each month, with a monthly saving of over

£11,300. After seeing the impact that RPA could have and how bots were customised to their exact

needs, the company has decided to expand their automation efforts moving forward.
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Automation in customer facing roles has generally seen a
negative backlash, especially where complaints are
concerned. The thought was that in replacing people with
robots, customers would feel their interactions were colder
and this may be true. The use case for automation in these
areas is not to replace people but to ensure that those people
have the right information faster, have less paperwork and
can serve the customer faster and more efficiently. 

Review customer complaints: The reason why a robot is
generally not suited to complaints in particular is that often
they will come down to a subjective issue on quality.  Where
a bot could help is simply in pulling up customer details. It's
often frustrating for customers when after waiting 10-15
minutes to speak with a person they then have to wait
another few minutes while their details are pulled up. RPA
can work across systems and silos and pull information from
different departments in literally seconds.

Process Refunds: Apart from in very straight forward cases, a person will most probably have to decide
whether to issue a refund, but a bot can certainly process that, update ERP and finance teams and pull this
data into reports or live dashboards.

Handle enquiries and communicate: Although Chatbots are useful to ensure communication in a 24 hour
world, they are only as good as the people who design them and will ultimately pale next to a real person.
Despite much of the hype artificial intelligent can be considered simple pattern recognition at this point and
although automation can ensure an enquiry or complaint goes to the right department or person, it is limited
to anything more than this.

Gathering and updating customer data: For people dealing with inbound calls, updating and collating
information is a time-consuming action and gets in the way of them serving more customers. Bots could
attach call records to a record, take actions such as taking someone off a particular mailing list. 

Automation is all about serving data faster and the impact on customer facing processes such as enquiries
and complaints should be looked at from the angle of what data would enable the team to serve the
customer faster. This could be knowing what the stock level of a product are without needing to log into an
ERP for example.

A U T O M A T I O N  P O T E N T I A L  I N :
E N Q U I R I E S  /  C O M P L A I N T S
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REVIEW CUSTOMER
COMPLAINTS

PROCESS REFUNDS

HANDLE ENQUIRIES AND
COMPLAINTS

COMMUNICATE RESOLUTION TO
CUSTOMER

GATHERING AND UPDATING
CUSTOMER DATA

CREATE AND MANAGE REPORTS

HANDLE CUSTOMER
ENQUIRIES/COMPLAINTS

HIGH LOWMEDIUM
AUTOMATION OPPORTUNITY



A U T O M A T I O N  V E N D O R S :
A N  O V E R V I E W

+ ++
I Q B O T

We have now covered extensively how automation tools that can help streamline the P2P cycle. All of the
major vendors have offerings in this space and so we wanted to offer a quick overview.

In terms of standalone OCR technology ABBYY flexicapture is the industry leader, certainly in terms of
accuracy and range of documents which can be scanned. ABBYY will work in conjunction with RPA
technology from UiPath and Kryon which will enable you to digitise the data and then process it.
Automation Anywhere have developed their own OCR functionality, IQBot which we have been very
impressed with.

As partners to all of these major vendors, we will always look to take some samples from yourself and test
the different solutions, so you can be assured of the best outcome.

FAST SETUP
Unsupervised classification
automatically groups similar documents
and auto-creates templates to cut down
setup time by 90%.

K E Y  B E N E F I T S  O F  A U T O M A T I O N

AI-POWERED DATA EXTRACTION
Ensure accurate data extraction
for complex, varied document
formats with computer vision and
other AI techniques.

END-TO-END PROCESS AUTOMATION
Seamless integration with RPA platforms
results in complete automation
of complex workflows.

BUSINESS-USER FRIENDLY
Get started instantly with a library
of pre-trained use cases, and utilise
an intuitive, web-based interface for
frictionless adoption.

IMPROVE STP
Continuously improve Straight Through
Processing with human-in-the-loop
feedback, and leverage AI and ML
capabilities to achieve ROI.

FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT
Deploy on-premises or in the cloud to
suit your unique business need.
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our services 

Feasibility report: We can review your current processes and suggest which would be the most
suitable to begin the implementation of RPA.

RPA vendor selection: Your business model plays a vital role in determining which technical
features you will need and which vendor you should select. Proservartner has a robust RPA vendor
evaluation methodology.

Business case development: Proservartner will use a scoring system in order to determine which
processes would see the biggest return on investment and form a robust business case around
implementation.

AUTOMATION
STRATEGY

Proservartner combines many years of functional,
technical and management experience to
demonstrate the impact of successful RPA
implementation.

Process mapping, redesign and optimisation: In order to successfully implement RPA, it is key
that each and every step of your process is mapped out first. Although RPA is very powerful and
flexible, it cannot replicate human decision making. Simple logic must be employed when using RPA
and this may mean that your current process needs to be redesigned and optimised for RPA
integration.

RPA development: Our team of developers will work alongside you to implement your bot. RPA
requires no custom software or deep systems integration and so disruption to your organisation is
minimal. We can provide bots that are hosted either in the cloud (yours or our hosted cloud) or on
your premises and will manage the entire testing and deployment cycle. 

RPA
DEVELOPMENT

With a robust business case and a timeline of
activity, Proservartner can implement RPA in a
pragmatic and effective way.
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our services 

License acquisition: Take advantage of Proservartner's relationships with major RPA vendors to
enjoy the best rates on licenses and ensure that you get the type of licence that suits your business.

Cloud hosting: Proservartner can configure your bot in AWS (Amazon Web Services) or Microsoft
Azure cloud environments. An advantage to using cloud services is that optimisation and support can
be carried out virtually, limiting downtime.

Support: Our friendly team of developers can assist with the ongoing support and service of your
bots. Our RPA team can support remotely for issues that can be resolved either over the phone or by
securely, remote-accessing the end user's system. We can also provide onsite support for more
complex or critical issues.

MANAGED
SERVICES

Proservartner can set up and manage the ongoing
use of your bots to ensure they operate at
maximum efficiency.

Strategy and framework design: Seventy per cent of transformation programmes fail because of
manager behaviours or employee resistance to change. Our tried and tested change management
methodology builds sustainable transformation. 

Deployment: Not only does our team plan and design change but we can work collaboratively with
you on the ground to ensure successful deployment. The right solution can take weeks, month or
years, but we will be with you every step of the way. 

Communication: For change to be successful, it needs to be locally owned and delivered. Our
approach focuses on communicating frequently, with tailored messages delivered through
appropriate channels. Proservartner can help with the production of effective print and digital
materials and the delivery of events.

CHANGE
MANAGEMENT

Our change programmes succeed because we
understand change from the sharp end. We know
what it takes to overcome resistance
and achieve buy-in.
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How can your organisation embrace automation and
get the most out of new technology? There’s several
factors. The first is ensuring you have the right
foundations, fully understand your processes and
infrastructure and your team is onboard. Then there’s
finding the right technology to solve your problem and
of course actually building virtual bots to carry out the
task. With our in-house development team based in
the UK coupled with experienced business analysts,
the Proservartner team can take you through every
step of the journey.

S O M E  O F  O U R  C L I E N T S . . .

THE RIGHT PARTNER IS CRITICAL FOR ANY
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PROJECT

21 Certified Developers
11 Business Analysts
8 Solution Architects

5 Infrastructure Specialists

We are recognised
for our ability to

move at pace, and
change course
where needed.

A G I L I T Y
Senior leadership have

a background in
finance and are

highly familiar with the
P2P process, pitfalls

and potential of
automation .

P E O P L E
Since 2008 we have worked

in P2P transformation projects
including shared services and

outsourcing, process
improvement and technology
implementations.  We know

P2P inside and out! 

K N O W L E D G E
Our business has a strong
focus on education and we

have a very busy schedule of
events, webinars as well as

writing whitepapers and blogs
posts. As such we have

developed a reputation as a
trusted source 

E D U C A T I O N

www.proservartner.co.uk
info@proservartner.co.uk

+44 (0) 1928583494


